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Company Information

Founded in 2003, Shenzhen Yadao Packaging Design Co.,Ltd. is located in Luohu District Shenzhen,the commercial trading
center in

China with convenient transportation, favorable economic conditions and government supporting policy.

 

High-end at reasonable & competitive price, our products are popular in Europe, America, Middle East, Africa, South



America,almost over 30 countries and areas,and enjoy a very good credit in the overseas market.

 

Our principle is "Quality in Priority, Customer Foremost". We are committed to our customers' self design/development and

OEM/ODM, upon our 10 years good will and experiences to be ensured you the best quality, service and profit at all time.

 

We are energetic and enthusiastic with creative mind, our development is attributed to the efforts of prominent teamwork
and team

spirits. We are looking forward to establishing long-term and win-win business relation with you.We will make unremitting

efforts!!

Rakuten Armonia have invested in many- facturing plants, huge warehouse, strong QC team and well-
equipped furniture photography studio.

Packaging & Shipping

we can ship to worldwide. We are working with many reliable logistics companies to provide you different
shipping options like by sea/air/express/Eu-rail and so on.

Will help to find out the best solution to complete the shipment to your address.

FAQ

1.What kind of products can you make?

We are specialized in customizing props and packaging items to serve jewelry, watches, perfumes,
cosmetics, and gifts. And mainly produce jewelry props, boxes and pouch for jewelry. In order to save
purchasing time, we also offer the one-stop service: providing shopping bags, jewelry label, polishing
cloths, mailing box etc.

 

2.What is your MOQ?

Packaging: It requires 3000pcs to start.

Display:50pcs each.

 

3.Can you get my logo printed?

Of course, no problem to have your logo customized. Welcome to send us the logo file, we can create the
design for you to check.

If you’d prefer to order our stock style and the quantity is relatively small, extra $30 required to pay for the
logo printing.

 



4.How can I know the producing status of my order?

Please check the photos of the whole process.

We will send you update of each status then.

 

5.How can I select the material and color for my project?

It depends on what’s your like.

It will be helpful if you can write me the pantone code you like to follow.

Generally, photos or video of material color charts will be sent by email or online chatting to select. If
there’s any necessary, no problem to send you real material sample pieces to choose.

6.How can I make an order?

Welcome to contact us with your requests--- item style, quantity, when you might need the order, we will
create the design accordingly.

For more concerning ideas, we can get further discussion for sure.

Once everything’s clear, we will make you an invoice to pay with. Or an order link to continue.

 

7.How can I make the payment?

Available for bank transfer, ali trade assurance, L/C, paypal.

 

8.Can you ship to my country and how to ship it?

Yes,we can ship to worldwide. We are working with many reliable logistics companies to provide you
different shipping options like by sea/air/express/Eu-rail and so on.

Will help to find out the best solution to complete the shipment to your address.

 

9.Can I get any samples?

Yes, if you’d like to get the sample to check the quality, to save time and cost, we’d suggest to send you
some existing samples.

If you’d insist to get the sample with your logo, to save time and cost, we’d suggest can place the order
and we will make you first sample. Any adjustment on samples will be available. Bulk producing will only
start upon your approval on first sample then.

 

10.Which brands have you ever cooperated with?



Our sales network already extends to 56 countries&global regions. Europe and the US markets accounted
the most. We will keep confidential the information of our customers. We persist to provide the best
display designs and exquisite packaging for clients from all over the world.

 

11.What should I do if my goods are damaged in transit?

Once you find the damage after receiving the goods, please take a picture/video as soon as possible and
inform us,we will find out the reason and provide you a satisfactory solution.

Our Services

Our after-sales service is very perfect, if you have any problems, you can come to us and we will help you solve it.





 

 


